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Abstract
We present a new approach to calculating the radical of a matrix algebra, based on the
Fitting decomposition with respect to the simultaneous adjoint action of certain commutative
subalgebras. This idea results in a reduction to nding the radical of a Lie nilpotent subalgebra
or a commutative factor thereof. We also describe a probabilistic version for computing elements
which generate the radical as an ideal. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 16N40; 68Q40
1. Introduction
In this paper we address the computational problem of nding the Jacobson radical
Rad(A) of a subalgebra A of the full matrix algebra Mn(K) over the eld K . In order
to simplify discussion, we assume that A contains the identity matrix. We assume that
the input is a (small) nite set of matrices which generate A as an algebra and the
output is expected to be a set of matrices which generate Rad(A) as an ideal. This task
has several applications from modular representation theory of groups to calculation of
the structure of Lie algebras. We sketch a deterministic algorithm which works over an
arbitrary eld with eective arithmetic and reduces the problem of calculating Rad(A)
to nding Rad(B) for a commutative algebra B which is a factor of a subalgebra A.
The algorithm performs nO(1) operations and is of theoretical interest as the task of
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computing the radical is known to be unsolvable by an algorithm using merely the
eld operations.
We also present a probabilistic algorithm of Monte Carlo type which works over
a suciently large perfect ground eld where square-free factorization of polynomials
can be carried out eciently. (Examples of such elds are elds of zero characteristic
and nite elds.) This appears to be the rst attempt to make use of randomization
in computing the radical. Provided that the number of generators is small and random
elements of A can be generated eciently the method performs roughly O(n4) opera-
tions in K .
All the known methods for computing the radical are based on solving systems of
linear (or semilinear) equations (cf. [5,9,12,18]). The coecients are the traces (and
other invariants in positive characteristic) of the products bibj where b1; : : : ; bs is a
basis of A. Unfortunately it is not known how to determine the coecients in a way
more ecient than computing the diagonal elements of the product bibj for O(s2) pairs
bi; bj. Since s can be as large as n2, the existing algorithms require 
(n6) operations.
The approach of this paper is dierent. The key idea is very similar to that of
[7]: using the Fitting decomposition with respect to the adjoint actions of appropriate
subalgebras, we reduce the task to computing the radical of a subalgebra which is
nilpotent as a Lie algebra. Factoring by the commutator ideal this leads to a reduc-
tion to the commutative case. The probabilistic version is based on the same ideas
combined with methods for generating random elements of centralizers of certain sub-
algebras rather than computing the whole centralizers by solving systems of linear
equations.
The paper is structured as follows. In the rest of this section we give a brief descrip-
tion of the computational models we work with and discuss assumptions on random
generators for the probabilistic algorithm. Section 2 is devoted to a summary of de-
nitions and known facts from the theory of nite dimensional algebras. The theoretical
background of the algorithms is presented in Section 3. The reduction algorithm which
works over an arbitrary eld can be found in Section 4. Our basic computational tool,
an ecient algorithm for generating elements of the centralizer of a single semisimple
matrix is presented in Section 5. We conclude with Section 6, where we describe the
probabilistic method for nding the radical.
We assume that the eld K admits eective procedures for performing the eld
operations as well as equality tests. The complexity of an algorithm is measured by
the number of operations and equality tests required by the algorithm in the worst
case. Elementary tasks of linear algebra (matrix multiplication, computing determinants,
solving systems of linear equations, etc.) admit ecient solutions in this model, cf. [4].
Let MM (n) :=MMK (n) denote the smallest number of arithmetical operations sucient
to calculate the product of two n by n matrices over K . We assume that MM (n)  n2.
The standard method shows that MM (n) = O(n3). Using the asymptotically fastest
known (but not very practical) multiplication algorithm we have MM (n) = O(n2:376).
It is known [20] that there is no algorithm working in this model which nds the
irreducible factors of a polynomial f(x) 2 K[x]. Even the weaker problem of nding
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the square-free part of f(x) (the product of the irreducible factors of f(x)) appears
to be unsolvable in this model (over a eld of positive characteristic). In Section 6
we shall restrict ourselves to elds where this latter task can be eectively solved. For
such a eld K we denote by SFK (n) the number of arithmetical operations required to
calculate the square-free part of a polynomial of degree n. If K is an arbitrary eld of
zero characteristic then the square-free part of f(x) is simply f(x)=gcd(f(x); f0(x))
and hence SFK (n) = n1+o(1) (cf. [4]). If K is a nite eld then SFK (n) = n1+o(1) +
O(n log jK j) (cf. [16]).
The probabilistic algorithm of Section 6 assumes the presence of an auxiliary proce-
dure which selects random elements from the algebra A independently. The distribution
of the elements is typically concentrated on an appropriate nite subset of A. We do
not require uniformity. Instead, we assume randomness in an algebraic sense explained
below.
Let U be a nite dimensional vector space over K and let K 0 be an algebraic closure
of K . Let 0<< 1 and D be an integer. We say that a probability distribution on
U satises condition AlgRand(U;D; ) if for every nonzero polynomial function f :
K 0⊗K U ! K 0 of degree at most D the probability of f(u)=0 is at most . A possible
way to achieve this is the following. Assume that u1; : : : ; us form a K-linear generating
system of U . Let 
 be a nite subset of K with j
j  D=. We take u= 1u1 +   +
sus where the coecients 1; : : : ; s are drawn uniformly and independently from 
.
Then, by the Schwartz{Zippel lemma [19,22], the probability of f(u) = 0 is at most
D=j
j  .
We shall make use of the following lemma. The proof can be carried out in a way
analogous to the proof of the Schwartz{Zippel lemma. We leave the details to the
reader.
Lemma 1. Let 0<< 1 be a real number. Let f : U 0k ! K 0 be a nonzero poly-
nomial function of degree at most D. Let h= d(log k + log 1 )=log 1e and assume that
the elements u11; : : : ; u1h; : : : ; uk1; : : : ; ukh 2 U are chosen independently according to
a probability distribution satisfying AlgRand(U;D; ). Then with probability at least
1−  there exist indices j1; : : : ; jk 2 f1; : : : ; hg such that f(u1j1 ; : : : ; ukjk ) 6= 0.
The probabilistic algorithm of Section 6 requires that the random elements of A are
chosen according to a probability distribution satisfying condition AlgRand(A; n2; )
for a constant 0<< 1, say  = 12 . Of course, in this condition it is implicit that
the ground eld K is suciently large (namely jK j  n2=). The cost of selecting a
single random element is denoted by R(A). For a matrix algebra A  Mn(K) given by
algebra generators unfortunately no mathematically rigorous ecient random generator
is known which satises the requirement unless we have a K-linear generating system
b1; : : : ; bs of A and take a random linear combination of b1; : : : ; bs. Then the cost R(A)
is O(sn2). However, there are heuristic random generators (e.g., the one used in the
Meataxe procedure [14] for nding composition series of modules over nite algebras)
appear to work well in practice for similar problems.
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We stress that our method is probabilistic of Monte Carlo type. By this we mean
that the algorithm may fail or produce an incorrect output within a prescribed error
probability . We note that there is a more restrictive (and more attractive) class of
randomized algorithms, namely the Las Vegas algorithms which may still report failure
but never produce incorrect answers.
In the analysis of the algorithms factors of magnitude (log n)O(1) will be abbreviated
by polylog n.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we give some denitions and basic facts concerning the structure
of associative algebras. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic standard
notions associative algebras over elds (subalgebras, homomorphisms, ideals, factor
algebras, modules, direct sums, tensor products, etc.). Throughout the paper K stands
for a eld. By an algebra we mean a nite dimensional associative algebra over K with
identity denoted by 1A or briey by 1. Modules are assumed to be nite dimensional
unital left A-modules. (The A-module U is called unital if 1Au=u for every u 2 U .) Let
A be an algebra. For K-linear subspaces B; C A we denote by BC the K-linear span
of fbc j b 2 B; c 2 Cg. For b; c 2 A we denote by [b; c] the additive commutator bc−cb
of b and c. We use the notation [B; C] for the linear span of f[b; c] j b 2 B; c 2 Cg.
For a subset BA CA(B) stands for the centralizer of B in A: CA(B)=fx 2 A j [x; b]=0
for every b 2 Bg. The center CA(A) of A is denoted by Z(A).
2.1. Structure of algebras
We encourage the reader familiar with the basic structure theory of algebras to skip
this subsection.
We briey recall Wedderburn’s theorems on the structure of algebras. In every nite
dimensional algebra A there exists a largest nilpotent ideal Rad(A), called the radical
of A. A is called semisimple if Rad(A) = (0). The factor algebra A=Rad(A) of an
arbitrary algebra is semisimple. A is called simple if A admits no proper nonzero
ideals. A semisimple algebra A can be decomposed into the direct sum of its minimal
ideals A1; : : : ; Ar . We refer to the simple algebras Ai as the simple components of A. A
simple algebra A is isomorphic to Md(D) where D is a division algebra (or skew eld)
over A. By this we mean that D admits no zero divisors. If Z is a subeld of Z(A)
containing the identity of A then it is possible (and often convenient) to consider A as
an algebra over Z . A is called central over K if Z(A)=K (more precisely, Z(A)=K1A).
The dimension of a central simple K-algebra is always a square.
A module U over the semisimple algebra A can be decomposed as a direct sum
of simple A-modules (modules with no proper nonzero submodules). If A is a simple
algebra then there is only one isomorphism class of simple A-modules. By Aop we
denote the algebra opposite to A. Aop has the same vector space structure as A but
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the multiplication is reversed. A can be considered as an A ⊗K Aop-module by the
multiplication law (a ⊗ b)c = acb. The ideal structure of A coincides with the A ⊗K
Aop-submodule structure of A. If A is a central simple K-algebra then A ⊗K Aop=Md2
(where d2 = dimK A) and every simple A ⊗K Aop-module is isomorphic to A with the
module structure given above (cf. [17], Corollary 12:3 and Proposition 12:4b).
2.2. Extending scalars
It is sometimes useful to consider the K 0-algebra K 0⊗KA where K 0 is a eld extension
K . We refer to this construction as extending scalars. (For example if A  Mn(K) is
the matrix algebra generated by matrices g1; : : : ; gm then we can think of K 0⊗K A as the
subalgebra of Mn(K 0) generated by the same matrices g1; : : : ; gm considered as matrices
over K 0.) For a subspace B of A we consider K 0 ⊗K B embedded into K 0 ⊗K A in
the natural way. Many constructions such as products and commutators of complexes
and even centralizers behave well with respect to extension of scalars. For example,
[K 0 ⊗K B; K 0 ⊗K C] = K 0 ⊗K [B; C] and CK0⊗KA(K 0 ⊗K B) = K 0 ⊗K CA(B).
2.3. Separability and the Wedderburn{Malcev theorem
It is obvious that K 0 ⊗K Rad(A) is a nilpotent ideal of K 0 ⊗K A. However, there
are cases where Rad(K 0 ⊗K A) can be bigger than K 0 ⊗K Rad(A). A general sucient
condition for Rad(K 0 ⊗K A) = K 0 ⊗K Rad(A) is that K 0 is a (not necessarily nite)
separable extension of K . We say that A is separable over K if for every eld extension
K 0 of K the K 0-algebra K 0⊗K A is semisimple. (Note that in [17], Chapter 10, a more
general denition of separable algebras over an arbitrary ring is given. The simple
denition given here for algebras over a eld is equivalent to the general one, see
[17], Corollary 10:6.) Separability of nite dimensional algebras generalizes the notion
of separability of nite eld extensions: by [17], Proposition 10:7, A is separable i
the centers of the simple components of A are separable extensions of K . From this
characterization it follows immediately that A is separable over K if and only if K 0⊗K A
is semisimple where K 0 denotes the algebraic closure of K . Obviously, over a perfect
ground eld K the notion of separability coincides with semisimplicity. It is immediate
that if A is separable then K 0 ⊗ A is separable as well for an arbitrary eld extension
K 0 of K . Direct sums, homomorphic images and tensor products of separable algebras
are separable as well (cf. [17], Section 10:5).
An extremely useful result where separability plays a role is the Wedderburn{Malcev
Principal Theorem (See [17], Section 11:6: for a general form): Assume that A=Rad(A)
is separable. Then there exists a subalgebra D  A such that D = A=Rad(A) and
A=D+Rad(A) (direct sum of vector spaces). Furthermore, if D1 is another subalgebra
such that D1 = A=Rad(A) then there exists an element w 2 Rad(A) such that D1 =
(1 + w)−1D(1 + w).
We shall make use of the following consequence of the Principal Theorem.
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Corollary 2. Let A be a nite dimensional K-algebra and B  A be a subalgebra of A
which is separable over K and assume that eD is a separable subalgebra of A=Rad(A)
containing B. Then there exists a subalgebra D of A such that B  D and D = eD.
Proof. Working in the pre-image of eD at the natural projection A ! A=Rad(A) we may
assume that eD=A=Rad(A). Then, by the rst part of the principal theorem there exists
a subalgebra D1  A such that D1 = eD and A=D1+Rad(A). Let  be the projection of
A onto D1 corresponding to this decomposition and B1=(B+Rad(A)). By comparing
dimensions it is clear that B1+Rad(A)=B+Rad(A). By the second part of the principal
theorem, applied to the algebra B+ Rad(A), there exists an element w 2 Rad(A) such
that (1 − w)−1B(1 − w) = B1. Now the subalgebra D = (1 − w)D1(1 − w)−1 has the
required property.
2.4. Tori
As a matter of fact, the material of this subsection consists of an easy combination of
known elementary facts. However, we are unable to propose a single textbook where
all the facts we need in the subsequent part of the paper are stated. Therefore we
formulate the less trivial facts in lemmas and give some hints to the proofs.
By a toral K-algebra or torus over K we mean a nite dimensional commutative
K-algebra which is separable over K . Let K 0 stand for the algebraic closure of K . Then
T is a torus if and only if K 0 ⊗ T is isomorphic to the direct sum of copies of K 0.
Let T  Mn(K) be a commutative matrix algebra. Then T is a torus if and only if
the matrices in T can be simultaneously diagonalized over K 0. By this we mean that
there exists a matrix b 2 Mn(K 0) such that b−1TbDiagn(K 0), where Diagn(K 0) is the
matrix algebra consisting of the diagonal n by n matrices. (The diagonalization can be
obtained by decomposing K 0 ⊗ V into a direct sum of irreducible K 0 ⊗ T -modules.)
Let A be a nite dimensional K-algebra with identity. By a maximal torus of A we
mean a torus which is not properly contained in any other toral subalgebra of A. Let
T1 and T2 be tori in A such that T1  CA(T2). Then by [17], Proposition 10:5c, the
subalgebra T generated by T1[T2 is a torus as well. In particular, a commutative algebra
contains a unique maximal torus. Furthermore, a maximal torus of A must contain the
maximal torus of Z(A). We call an element a 2 A semisimple (or separable) if a is
contained in a torus T  A. This is equivalent to the subalgebra K[a] generated by a
and 1A is a torus. As K[a] = K[x]=f(x) where f(x) is the minimal polynomial of a this
is further equivalent to that f(x) is a separable polynomial, i.e., gcd(f(x); f0(x)) = 1.
Assume that A is a commutative algebra. Then the unique maximal torus in A consists
of the semisimple elements of A. Hence if A is a eld, then the maximal torus of A
is the separable closure of K in A.
Lemma 3. Let A be a nite dimensional K-algebra with identity and T  A be a
torus. Let  : A ! Rad(A) stand for the natural projection. Assume further that A is
a direct sum of ideals A1; : : : ; Ar and Z  K1A is a subeld of Z(A). Then each of the
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following conditions are necessary and sucient to that T is a maximal torus in A.
(1) (T ) is a maximal torus of A=Rad(A).
(2) T \ Ai is a maximal torus of Ai for i = 1; : : : ; r.
(3) TZ; considered as a Z-algebra; is a maximal Z-torus of A and Z is a purely
inseparable extension of Z \ T .
(4) T is a maximal torus of its centralizer CA(T ).
Proof. We only give proofs that conditions (i) and (iii) are necessary and sucient.
The rest is easy and we leave the details to the reader. Assume that T is a maximal
torus and eU is a torus of A=Rad(A) containing (T ). Then by Corollary 2, there exists
a subalgebra U  A isomorphic to eU which contains T . Since T is a maximal torus
we have U = T whence eU = (T ). Thus condition (i) is necessary. Suciency of (i)
is obvious.
Concerning condition (iii), let Z0 be the separable closure of K in Z . Then Z0 is
the unique maximal K-torus of Z0 and for every maximal K-torus T of A we have
Z \ T = Z0. Let T be a K-torus of A containing Z0 and let T1; : : : ; Ts be the simple
components of T . Then the simple components of ZT are ZT1; : : : ; ZTs and by [3],
Proposition 2:5:13, each ZTi is a purely inseparable eld extension of Ti of degree
dimZ0 Z = dimK Z=dimK Z0 as well as a separable extension of the eld Z \ ZTi = Z .
It follows that ZT is a torus over Z and dimK ZT=dimK T = dimK Z=dimK Z0, a ratio
independent of T . From this it is immediate that if T is not a maximal K-torus then
ZT is not a maximal Z-torus either.
To prove the reverse implication, let U be a Z-torus of A containing TZ and let
U1; : : : ; Ut be the simple components of U . Then each Ui is a separable eld extension
of Z . Also, the unique maximal K-torus W of U is the sum of W1; : : : ; Wt where Wi
is the separable closure of K in Ui. By [3] Proposition 2.5.13, dimK Ui=dimK Wi =
dimK Z=dimK Z0. This implies dimK U=dimK W = dimK Z=dimK Z0 = dimK ZT=dimK T .
Hence if T is maximal then T =W and dimK U =dimK ZT whence U = ZT for every
Z-torus U containing ZT .
Lemma 4. Assume that T is a maximal torus of A. Then CA(T )=Rad(CA(T )) is
commutative.
Proof. By Lemma 3, (i) and (iv), T + Rad(CA(T )) is a maximal torus of CA(T )=
Rad(CA(T )). Replacing A with CA(T )=Rad(CA(T )) we have to show that if A is
semisimple and T  Z(A) is a maximal torus of A then A is commutative. In view of
Lemma 3, (ii), we may further assume that A is simple. Assume that A is not a division
algebra. Then there exists an idempotent e 2 A such that e 62 Z(A). The subalgebra B
generated by T and e is a torus properly containing T (because B = T [x]=(x2 − x)),
a contradiction. It remains to eliminate the case when A is a noncommutative division
algebra. Then by [17], Lemma 13:5, there exists a subeld L  A which is a proper
separable extension of Z(A). Then the separable closure of K in L is a torus properly
containing T , a contradiction.
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Lemma 5. Assume that T is a maximal K-torus of A and K 0 be an arbitrary eld
extension of K . Then K 0 ⊗K T is a maximal K 0-torus of K 0 ⊗K A.
Proof. Let A0 = K ⊗K A, T 0 = K 0 ⊗K T , H = CA(T ), and H 0 = CA0(T 0). It is obvious
that H 0 = K 0 ⊗K H . Let I 0 = K 0 ⊗K Rad(H). Then I 0 is a nilpotent ideal of H 0.
We claim that it is sucient to show that T 0+I 0 is a maximal torus in H 0=I 0. Indeed,
if U 0  T 0 is a torus of A0 then U 0 + I 0 is a torus of H 0=I 0 whence by the maximality
of T 0 + I 0 we have U 0 + I 0  T 0 + I 0. On the other hand U 0 \ I 0 is a nilpotent ideal
of U 0 which must be zero as U 0 is separable. From this it is immediate that U 0  T 0.
By the claim we can work with H=Rad(H) in place of H , i.e., we may assume
that H is a commutative semisimple algebra. If charK = 0 then H = T and H 0 = T 0
therefore the assertion is obvious. Assume that charK = p> 0. Let H1; : : : ; Hr be the
simple components of T . Then T is the sum of the separable closures of K is Hi. In
particular, by [3], Corollary 2:5:14, T is the linear span over K of fapl j a 2 Hg where
l is a suciently large integer. By the commutativity of H 0 the subalgebra T 0 is the
linear span over K 0 of fapl j a 2 H 0g. Assume that U 0 is a torus of H 0. By Lemma 3,
(ii) and again by [3], Corollary 2:5:14, fupl j u 2 U 0g span U 0 over K 0. We obtained
U 0  T 0.
Lemma 6. Assume that T is a maximal torus in a semisimple algebra A. Then
CA(T ) = TZ(A). Furthermore; if A is a central simple K-algebra then dimK T =p
dimK A.
Proof. We only give a proof of the rst statement. The second assertion can be
proved in a similar fashion. It is obvious that CA(T )  TZ(A). In view of Lemma
3, (ii) it is sucient to give a proof of the statement in the special case where A
is simple. Then TZ(A), considered as a Z(A)-algebra is a maximal Z(A)-torus of A.
Replacing K with Z(A) we assume that A is a central simple K-algebra. Let K 0 be
the algebraic closure of K . By Lemma 5, T 0 = K 0 ⊗K T is a maximal K 0-torus in
A0 = K 0 ⊗K A. Obviously C0A(T 0) = K 0 ⊗K CA(T ). On the other hand, A0 = Md(K) for
some integer d. In Md(K) every maximal torus is conjugate to Diagd(K), the subal-
gebra of d  d diagonal matrices and it is straightforward to verify the assertion for
Diagd(K).
2.5. Centralizers of tori and Fitting decompositions
Let T be a torus over K with d= dimK T . We recall some facts from [17], Section
10:2, specialized to the context of tori. Let T be a torus over K . The map  : T⊗K T !
T given by the law (a⊗ b) = ab is a K-algebra epimorphism. The kernel of  is the
ideal of T ⊗K T generated by the elements b ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ b where b runs over T (or,
equivalently, on a basis of T ). Let I = fu 2 T j a ker  = 0g be the ideal of T ⊗K T
complementary to ker . Then T ⊗K T = I  ker  and the restriction of  establishes
an algebra isomorphism I = T . Let T stand for the identity element of I . Note that
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T is characterized by the properties (T ) = 1 and (1⊗ b)T = (b⊗ 1)T for every
b 2 T . (We remark that this is the denition of a separating idempotent. Separating
idempotent exists for an arbitrary separable algebra. However, in the noncommutative
case it is not necessarily unique.)
Let U be a T⊗K T -module. Then for every u 2 U we have u=Tu+(1−T )u. This
gives rise to a decomposition of U as the direct sum of submodules U0 = IU = TU
and U1 = (ker )U = (1 − T )U . Then T and 1 − T act as the projections of
U to U0 and U1 with respect to the decomposition U = U0  U1. We have U0 =
fu 2 U j (ker )U = (0)g = fu 2 U j (b ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ b)u = 0 for every b 2 Tg and
U1 = (ker )U = fb ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ b j b 2 Tg(T ⊗K T )U = fb ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ b j b 2 TgU . We
refer to U0 as the Fitting null component and to U1 as the Fitting one component.
This terminology is justied by the following. The adjoint action of b 2 T on U is
dened as the linear transformation ad b : u 7! (b ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ b)u. This gives rise to a
representation of T considered as an abelian (and hence nilpotent) Lie algebra and the
decomposition U =U0 +U1 appears to be the same as the Fitting decomposition of U
given in [7], Theorem II.4.
Now assume that the torus T is a subalgebra of the algebra A. We consider A as a
T ⊗K T -module in the natural way (multiplication from both sides). Then the Fitting
null component A0 is fa 2 A j (b⊗ 1− 1⊗ b)a= [b; a] = 0 for every b 2 Tg= CA(T )
while the Fitting one component A1 is the linear span of the elements of the form
(b⊗1−1⊗b)a=[b; a] (a 2 A; b 2 T ). Thus A=CA(T )+[T; A], a direct sum of vector
spaces and the projections of A corresponding to this decomposition are T and the
map a 7! a− T (a).
Similarly, let U and W be T -modules. For convenience we consider U and W as
right T -modules. For u 2 U , c 2 HomK (U; V ) and a; b 2 T let ((a ⊗ b)c)u := acbu.
The linear extension of this rule to T ⊗ T makes HomK (U; V ) a T ⊗ T -module. Then
the Fitting null component of HomK (U; V ) is HomT (U; V ).
We also need an explicit representation of T in terms of rank one tensors. This
appears to be extremely useful for computational purposes. We use a construction
which can be generalized to the more general context of Frobenius algebras, cf. [6],
Theorem 62:11. For an application in computational group theory we refer the reader
to [2,11]. Since the formulations appearing in the literature are slightly dierent from
that we need we give some hints to a an easy proof of correctness of the construction
in the special case of tori.
For a 2 T let Tr(a) stand for the trace of the linear transformation of T given as
b 7! ab. By [3], Proposition 3:8:7, separability of T implies that the linear function
Tr : T ! K is not identically zero. As a consequence, the bilinear trace form (; ) on T
given as (a; b) = Tr(ab) is a non-degenerate bilinear form on T . Let b1; : : : ; bd be an
arbitrary basis of T and b01; : : : ; b
0





bi ⊗ b0i : (1)
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To see this we note rst that it is straightforward to verify that the element f=Pd
i=1 bi⊗ b0i 2 T ⊗K T does not depend on the particular choice of the basis b1; : : : ; bd.
Let K 0 be the algebraic closure of K and T 0=K 0⊗K T . We think of T as embedded in
T 0 in the natural way. It is obvious that T satises the conditions for T 0 , and hence
T 0 = T . On the other hand, we know that T 0 is isomorphic to the direct sum of d
copies of K 0. Let e1; : : : ; ed be the identity elements of the simple components of T 0.
Then e1; : : : ; ed form a self-dual basis of T 0 with respect to the bilinear trace form and
hence f=
Pd
i=1 ei⊗ ei. One easily veries that
Pd
i=1 ei⊗ ei also satises the properties
characterizing T 0 . Thus T = T 0 =
Pd
i=1 ei ⊗ ei = f.
3. Decomposition with respect to a maximal torus
In this section we develop a structure theory which serves as a theoretical foundation
for the subsequent algorithms. First we x some notation. Let K be an arbitrary eld.
We denote by  the natural projection A ! A=Rad(A). Let eC be the set of those
central elements of A=Rad(A) which are separable over K . Obviously, eC is the unique
maximal torus of Z(A=Rad(A)). Let T be a xed maximal torus of A and let the set
C T consist of those elements of T which are central modulo the radical:
C = fx 2 T j(x) 2 Z(A=Rad(A))g:
C is a subalgebra of T as C is the intersection of T and the subalgebra −1Z(A=Rad(A)).
By Lemma 3, (T ) is a maximal torus of A=Rad(A) and hence (C) = (T ) \
Z(A=Rad(A)) = eC.
In view of Section 2.5
A= S + N; (2)
where S =CA(C) and N = [C; A]. We remark that, by Wedderburn{Malcev, applied to
the algebra −1(eC), the subalgebra C is determined up to conjugation by a unit in A.
Therefore the structural properties of S and N are independent of the particular choice
of T .
Proposition 7. N is an S-invariant subspace of Rad(A); i.e.; SN N; NS N; and
N Rad(A);
Proof. The inclusions SN N and NS N follow from s[x; y]=sxy−syx=xsy−syx=
[x; sy] and [x; y]s= xys− yxs= xys− ysx = [x; ys], respectively (s 2 S; x 2 C; y 2 A).
To prove the remaining inclusion, observe that (C)= eC is in the center of A=Rad(A).
From this we immediately obtain that (N )=[(C); (A)]=(0), whence N Rad(A).
The radical inherits the decomposition (2) of A in the following sense.
Proposition 8. Rad(A) = Rad(S) + N .
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Proof. ARad(S)=(S+N )Rad(S)=Rad(S)+NRad(S)Rad(S)+N Rad(S)+Rad(A),
hence as is nilpotent for every a 2 A and s 2 Rad(S). This implies the inclusion
Rad(S) + N Rad(A). To prove the reverse inclusion let a 2 Rad(A). Then a= s+ n
for some s 2 S and n 2 N . We have s=a−n 2 (Rad(A)+N )\S=Rad(A)\S Rad(S),
whence a 2 Rad(S) + N .
The subalgebra S admits a decomposition which generalizes the Wedderburn decom-
position of semi-simple algebras.
Proposition 9. Let C1; : : : ; Cr be the simple components of C. Then S is the direct
sum S = S1 +    + Sr of ideals S1 = C1S; : : : ; Sr = CrS. For every i 2 f1; : : : ; rg the
factor algebra Si=Rad(Si) is a simple algebra. Furthermore; if we consider Si as a
Ci-algebra in the natural way then Z(Si=Rad(Si)) is a purely inseparable extension
of Ci.
Proof. The rst two statements are proved in [15], Theorem 49:1. To see the last asser-
tion, let Z1; : : : ; Zs be the simple components of S=Rad(S). Then the simple components
of (C), the image of C at the the natural projection  : S ! Rad(S), are Zi \(C).
It follows that (after re-indexing) Zi\(C)=(Ci). Hence (Ci)S=(CiS)=Zi(S).
Since Zi(S) are the simple components of S=Rad(S) we obtained that Si=Rad(Si) =
(Si) are simple. Also, as (Ci) is the set of elements of Zi which are separable over
K , Zi = Z(Zi(S)) is purely inseparable over (Ci).
An algebra B such that B=Rad(B) is simple is called primary. We shall refer to the
decomposition of S given in Proposition 9 as the primary decomposition of S and to
the ideals S1; : : : ; Sr as the primary components of S.
Let H =CA(T ), the centralizer of T . Obviously, H is a subalgebra of S. We remark
that, by [21], Thm. 4:4:8, H is a Cartan subalgebra of A (considered as a Lie algebra).
Theorem 10. Keeping the notation introduced above; Rad(S) is the ideal of S gener-
ated by Rad(H) :Rad(S) = S Rad(H)S. Furthermore; every nilpotent element of H is
in Rad(H).
Proof. It is clearly sucient to prove the assertions for the primary components of S
separately. Therefore we assume that S is primary, i.e., C is a eld. We can further
consider S as a C-algebra rather than as a K-algebra. Thus it is sucient to consider
an algebra S where eZ = Z(S=Rad(S)) is a purely inseparable eld extension of K .
First we show that every nilpotent element of H is in the radical of S. To see
this, let h be an arbitrary nilpotent element of H . Let eT denote the image of T at
the natural projection  : S ! S=Rad(S). By Lemma 3, (i), eT is a maximal torus
of S=Rad(S). Consider the centralizer eU of the algebra eT in S=Rad(S). Obviously
(h) is a nilpotent element of eU . By Lemma 6, eU = eTZ(S=Rad(S)), a commutative
semisimple algebra. Since in a commutative algebra every nilpotent element is in the
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radical, (h) 2 Rad(eU ) = (0). This implies the last statement of the theorem together
with the inclusion Rad(H)Rad(S). From this S Rad(H)S Rad(S) is immediate.
To prove the reverse inclusion, let K 0 be the separable algebraic closure of K ,
S 0 =K 0 ⊗K S, T 0 =K 0 ⊗K T , and H 0 =K 0 ⊗K H . Then, by Lemma 5, T 0 is a maximal
torus in the K 0-algebra S 0 and H 0 is the centralizer of T 0 in S 0. Let I 0=K 0⊗K Rad(A).
Then K 0 ⊗K Rad(H) = I 0 \ H 0 = CI 0(T 0). Since K 0 is a separable extension of K ,
Rad(S 0) = K 0 ⊗K Rad(S) and Rad(H 0) = K 0 ⊗K Rad(H), therefore we are done if we
prove that Rad(S 0) = S 0Rad(H)S 0. In order to simplify notation, we replace K with
K 0, S with S 0, etc.
Let eT denote the image of T at the natural projection  : S ! S=Rad(S). The
algebra S=Rad(S) is a central simple eZ-algebra. By [17], Theorem 13:5, there exists
a nite separable eld extension L of Z such that L ⊗Z S=Rad(S) = Md(L) for some
integer d. Since eZ is a purely inseparable extension of K which is closed under -
nite separable extensions, so is eZ and hence L = Z . This implies S=Rad(S) = Md(eZ).
Obviously eT eZ is a torus of S=Rad(S). Since the minimal polynomial of every ele-
ment of eT eZ splits into linear factors over eZ , by [21], Proposition 1:4:4, eT eZ considered
as a subalgebra of Md(eZ) is conjugate in Md(eZ) to a subalgebra of Diagd(eZ). In
other words, there exists a eZ-algebra isomorphism  : S=Rad(S) = Md(eZ) such that
 (eT eZ)  Diagd(eZ). Since  (eT ) is the set of elements of  (eT eZ) which are separable
over K , we have  (eT )  Diagd(K), the subalgebra of Md(eZ) of diagonal matrices
with entries from K . In particular,  (eT )  Md(K). On the right hand side of the
inclusion stands a central simple K-subalgebra of Md(eZ). Then eD =  −1Md(K) is a
central simple (and hence separable) K-subalgebra of S=Rad(S) containing eT as a max-
imal torus. Corollary 2 implies the existence of a central simple K-subalgebra D of S
containing T .
We are going to show the equality Rad(S) = DRad(H)D. To this end we consider
Rad(S) as a module over D ⊗K Dop, where Dop is the algebra opposite to D. By
[17], Proposition 12:4b, D⊗K Dop = Md2 (K) (d=dimK T ), which is a simple algebra.
In particular, every simple D ⊗K Dop-module is isomorphic to the module D with
multiplication law (d1⊗d2)v=d1vd2 (cf. [20], Corollary 12:3). Obviously, this module
is generated by the identity element 1D of D which belongs to the subspace fv 2 D j (1⊗
a)v=(a⊗1)v for every a 2 Dg=Z(D). Now Rad(S), being a unital D⊗K Dop-module,
can be decomposed into a direct sum of simple modules. The preceding observation,
applied to the simple components, implies that Rad(S) is generated by the subspace
fv 2 Rad(S) j (1⊗ a)v = (a⊗ 1)v for every a 2 Dg= fv 2 Rad(S) j va= av for every
a 2 Dg=CRad(S)(D)  CRad(S)(T )=Rad(H). This concludes the proof of the theorem.
We shall make use of the following characterization of C which will enable us to
compute C without calculating Rad(A) rst.
Theorem 11. Set L = [A; A] \ T . Then L is a linear subspace of T and C = fx 2
T j xLLg.
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Proof. It is obvious that L is a linear subspace of T . Let C1 = fx 2 T j xLLg. The
inclusion C C1 follows easily from C[A; A] = [CA; A] = [A; A]. We have to show that
dimK C1  dimK C.
We claim that L = ([A; A] + Rad(A)) \ T . The inclusion L([A; A] + Rad(A)) \ T
is obvious. To prove the reverse inclusion, let K 0 be the algebraic closure of K , A0 =
K 0 ⊗K A, T 0 =K 0 ⊗K A, and L0 =K 0 ⊗K L. Obviously [A0; A0] =K 0 ⊗L [A; A] and hence
L0 = [A0; A0] \ T 0. We have to show that L0 [A0; A0] + K 0 ⊗K Rad(A) \ T 0. In view
of K 0 ⊗K Rad(A0)Rad(A0) it is sucient to establish the inclusion L0([A0; A0] +
Rad(A0)) \ T 0. Since T 0 is a torus in A0 and K 0 is perfect, by Corollary 2 there
exists a subalgebra D0 which contains T 0 and is isomorphic to A0=Rad(A0). Obviously
[A0; A0]+Rad(A0)=[D0; D0]+Rad(A0). From D\Rad(A)=(0) and [D0; D0]D0 we infer
that D \ [A0; A0] + Rad(A0) = [D0; D0]. As T 0  D0 we have T 0 \ ([A0; A0] + Rad(A0)) =
[D0; D0] \ T 0 [A0; A0] \ T 0 = L0.
By the claim it is sucient to verify the assertion modulo Rad(A). Furthermore, we
can work separately in the simple components of A=Rad(A). Thus for the rest of the
proof we may assume that A is a simple algebra. Then Z=Z(A) is a purely inseparable
extension of C. As C1 =ZT \T and C=Z \T it is sucient to establish the inequality
dimK ZC1  dimK Z . Observe that ZC1fx 2 ZT j xZLZLg and ZL = [A; A] \ ZT .
Consider A as a central simple algebra over Z . Then ZT is a maximal Z-torus in A
and it is sucient to show that dimZfx 2 ZT j xZLZLg  1. In order to simplify
notation, we write K in place of Z , T in place of ZT and ZL in place of L. Then it
remains to prove dimK C1  1 in the special case where A is a central simple algebra
over K . It is also clear that we may assume that K is algebraically closed.
Then we can identify A with the full matrix algebra Md(K) where d= dimK T and
T can be identied with Diagd(K), the algebra of diagonal matrices. For an arbitrary
element x 2 A let Tr(x) stand for the trace of x as a d by d matrix. It is well known
that [A; A] = fx 2 A jTr(x) = 0g even if the characteristic is positive. (Both subspaces
have codimension one.) From this fact we infer L= fx 2 T jTr(x) = 0g. Observe that
the bilinear form hx; yi=Tr(xy) is non-degenerate on T . The preceding characterization
of L implies that C1 is the orthocomplement of L in T with respect to the bilinear
trace form, therefore dimC1 = 1, concluding the proof of the theorem.
4. A reduction to the commutative case
We assume that the algebra A  Mn(K) is given by generators. By this we mean
that the input consists of matrices g1; : : : ; gm 2 Mn(K) and A is the enveloping algebra
of g1; : : : ; gm and the identity matrix. The output is expected to be an array a1; : : : ; at
of matrices from Rad(A) such that the ideal of A generated by a1; : : : ; at is Rad(A).
Theorem 12. There is an algorithm which reduces the problem of computing the
radical of A to the problem of calculating the radical of a commutative algebra B
which is a factor of a subalgebra of A. The algorithm performs nO(1) operations in K.
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Proof. We can calculate a basis b1; : : : ; bs of A by a straightforward method with nO(1)
operations in K . Then we nd a K-basis u1; : : : ; ud of a maximal torus T of A using the
method of [8] at cost nO(1) operations. We use the notation of Section 3. Calculation
of a K-basis of the centralizer H =CA(T ) can be accomplished by solving the system
of homogeneous linear equations xui − uix = 0 (i = 1; : : : ; d) in A.
We nd the subalgebra C using the characterization given in Theorem 11. We select
a linear basis of the subspace [A; A] from the commutators [bi; bj] (i; j = 1; : : : ; s) and
calculate a basis of the intersection L = T \ [A; A] and then a basis c1; : : : ; ck of the
stabilizer C = fx 2 T j xLLg. Both tasks can be accomplished with nO(1) operations
by solving systems of linear equations. We omit the details.
Now a basis of N can be selected from the commutators [bi; cj] (i = 1; : : : ; t; j =
1; : : : ; s). We can select a basis of the ideal I =H [H;H ]H in a similar way. Also, we
can nd a basis of the factor algebra H1 = H=I together with the multiplication table
of H=I with respect to that basis. By Lemma 4 H=Rad(H) is commutative, therefore
I  Rad(H) and hence H1 is a commutative algebra. We pass the multiplication table
of H1 to the oracle for nding the radical of commutative algebras. Then Rad(H) is
generated by a basis of [H;H ] and a system of representatives of the generators of H1.
These together with the basis of N generate Rad(A) as an ideal of A by Proposition 8
and Theorem 10.
We briey comment on the signicance of Theorem 12. It is known (see [5,20]) that
in characteristic p> 0 the radical of an algebra cannot be calculated by an algorithm
using merely the eld operations in K . Therefore only a reduction to an algorithmically
unsolvable problem can be expected. In [5] an algorithm for computing Rad(A) is given
which makes several calls to an oracle for solving systems of semilinear equations of
the form 1x
p
1 +    + kxpk = 0, where k  dimK A. It was also pointed out that
solving such a system can be reduced to nding the radical of a commutative algebra
of dimension pk . The result of this section is a reduction to a single instance of nding
the radical of a commutative algebra B of dimension at most dimK A. We remark that a
nilpotent ideal J of B together with a presentation of B=J in terms of s=O(logp dimK B)
generators can be calculated in a rather straightforward way. (The technical details
appear to be too complicated to include here.) Therefore computing Rad(B) can be
reduced to calculating the radical of an ideal in the polynomial ring K[x1; : : : ; xs].
5. Computing Fitting decomposition with respect to a semisimple matrix
Let u 2 Mm(K) be a semisimple matrix and T be the torus generated by a and
the identity matrix. Let T stand for the element of T ⊗K T given in Section 2.5.
Our aim is to calculate Ta eciently for an arbitrary matrix a 2 Mn(K). We know
that T = K[x]=(f(x)) where f(x) is the minimal polynomial of u. Let V = Kn, the
vector spaces of column vectors of length n over K . We consider V as a T -module
or, equivalently, as a K[x]-module. Then CMn(K)(T ) = EndT (V ) = EndK(x)(V ).
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We presume that we have found a decomposition of V as a direct sum of cyclic
T -submodules V1; : : : ; Vt such that for any pair Vi; Vj of components either Vi = Vj
as T -modules or HomT (Vj; Vj) = (0). Then EndK (V ) = 
P
i; j HomK (Vi; Vj) and for
a=
P
i; j aij where aij 2 HomK (Vi; Vj) we have Ta=
P
i; j Taij. For non-isomorphic
Vi; Vj we know that HomK (Vi; Vj) = (0) therefore T is zero on HomK (Vi; Vj). For
isomorphic Vi and Vj we identify Vi and Vj using a T -module isomorphism.
The main task is computing T on a cyclic T -module W . Let d=dimK W . We may
assume that T acts faithfully on W . Indeed, if I is an ideal of T such that IW=(0) then
T=I and T coincide on EndK (W ). We identify T with a subalgebra of EndK (W ). A
faithful cyclic T -module is isomorphic to the regular module T = K[x]=(g(x)) where
g(x) is the minimal polynomial of the generator u on W . These isomorphisms (pro-
vided that we constructed it eectively) will allow us to perform a multiplication in
T as well as multiplication of a vector and a matrix from T with O(d polylogd)
operations in K using polynomial arithmetic modulo g(x) (cf. [4], Section 1:3). The
isomorphisms are assumed to be given as follows. Let w be a vector which gener-
ates W as a T -module. We work in the basis wi = uiw (i = 0; : : : ; d − 1) of W . Note
that in this basis the coecients of g(x) can be read from the last column of the
matrix of u. In T we use the basis 1; u; : : : ; ud−1. If we have an element a 2 T rep-
resented as a matrix in terms of the basis w0; : : : ; wd−1 then the coordinates of a with
respect to the basis 1; : : : ; ud−1 can be read from the vector aw0 which is the rst
column of the matrix. Conversely, if a is given as
P
i iu
i then the columns of the
matrix of a are the vectors awi. Hence the matrix of a can be calculated at total cost
O(d2 polylogd).
From dimK W = dimK T we infer EndT (W ) = T . (This can be seen by noting that
over the algebraic closure of K the torus T is conjugate to the algebra of the diagonal
matrices.) Hence we know that Ta 2 T for every element a 2 EndT (W ). In view
of the preceding discussion we have to show how to calculate Taw0 eciently. In





i where u0i is the basis of T dual with
respect to the trace form. Representation of u0i in terms of 1; : : : ; u
d−1 can be obtained
as the rows of the inverse of the matrix (Tr(uiuj))d−1i; j=0. The matrix (Tr(u
iuj))d−1i; j=0
and its inverse can be calculated using O(d2 polylogd) operations using the method
described as a part of [4], Algorithm 2:6:1. Observe that auiw0 = awi, which is the
ith column of the matrix of a. Then for every i 2 f0; : : : ; d − 1g the vector u0iauiw0
can be calculated with O(d polylogd) operations using polynomial arithmetic modulo
g(x). The total cost of computing Ta (on a cyclic module with the presumed basis)
is therefore O(d2 polylogd).
We return to determining Ta on the whole V . Assume that we have a basis
v11; : : : ; v1d1 ; : : : ; vt1; : : : ; vdt such that the subspaces Vi spanned by vi1; : : : ; vidj are cyclic
T -submodules such that Vi and Vj are either isomorphic T -modules or HomT (Vi; Vj)=
(0) (i; j = 1; : : : ; t) and the basis given on Vi is of the form vik = uk−1vi1 (i = 1; : : : ; t;
k = 1; : : : ; di). Then for every matrix a 2 Mn(K) writing a in terms of the new basis
(i.e. conjugating a by the basis transition matrix) can be accomplished with O(MM (n))
operations. Then we calculate Ta block-wise. The total cost of this amounts to
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O(n2 polylog n) = O(MM (n)polylog n) operations. Writing the result back in terms of
the standard basis of V requires further O(MM (n)) operations.
It remains to show how to nd a basis with the required properties. We follow
the method of Giesbrecht for calculating the rational Jordan form, cf. [13]. How-
ever, here we are not allowed to factor the minimal polynomial. Recall that the com-
panion matrix Comp(g(x)) of a monic polynomial g(x) 2 K[x] of degree d is the
matrix of the action of x on the K[x]-module K[x]=(g(x)). For every matrix u 2
Mn(K) there exists a unique block diagonal matrix Frob(u) similar to u which is com-
posed from the companion matrices of polynomials f1(x); : : : ; fs(x) 2 K[x] satisfying
fs(x) jfs−1(x) j    jf1(x). The polynomials f1(x); : : : ; fs(x) are called the invariant
factors of u and the matrix Frob(u) is called the Frobenius form of u. Obviously
f1(x) is the minimal polynomial of u and f1(x)   fs(x) is the characteristic polyno-
mial of u. The Frobenius form Frob(u) together with a matrix b0 2 GLn(K) such that
b0−1ub0 = Frob(u) can be computed with O(MM (n)polylog n) operations in K using
the Las Vegas algorithm of Giesbrecht [13]. Let f1(x); : : : ; fs(x) be the invariant fac-
tors of U . Set fs+1(x) = 1 and let g1(x); : : : ; gr(x) be the collection of non-constant
quotients of the form fi(x)=fi+1(x) (i = 1; : : : ; s). In our case where u is semisim-
ple and therefore f1(x) is square-free we have f1(x) = g1(x)    gr(x). Furthermore,
it is easy to see that u is similar to the block diagonal matrix u0 composed of s1
companion matrices of f1(x), s2 companion matrices of f2(x), and so on. The mul-





si . Since u0 is similar to u,
we have Frob(u0) = Frob(u) and, again by the method of Giesbrecht, we can calcu-
late a matrix b00 2 GLn(K) such that b00−1u0b00 = Frob(u). With b = b0b00−1 we have
u0 = b−1ub. Now the columns of the matrix b form a basis with the required prop-
erties. The total cost amounts to O(MM (n)polylog n) operations. We have proved the
following.
Proposition 13. Let u 2 Mn(K) be a semisimple matrix and let T be the matrix al-
gebra generated by u and the identity matrix. Let a 2 Mn(K) be an arbitrary matrix.
Then Ta can be calculated by a Las Vegas algorithm using O(MM (n)polylog n) op-
erations in K.
6. A Monte Carlo method for nding the radical
In this section we assume that K is a suciently large perfect eld together with
an ecient method for nding the square-free part of polynomials of degree n with
SFK (n) operations.
Throughout this section K 0 stands for an algebraic closure of K and A0 = K 0 ⊗K A.
We think of A as embedded into A0. The input is the same as described in Section 4.
We assume that random elements of A are generated independently according to a
distribution satisfying condition AlgRand(A; n2; ) dened in the introduction. The cost
of selecting a single random element of A is denoted by R(A). The algorithm follows
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the lines of the method described in Section 4. We describe the main ingredients using
the notation of Section 3.
6.1. Jordan decomposition
Let u 2 Mn(K) be a matrix. Since K is perfect, there exists a semisimple matrix
us 2 Mn(K) and a nilpotent matrix un 2 Mn(K) such that [us; un] = 0 and u= us + un
(cf. [21], Propositions 1:4:6 and 1:4:10). Furthermore, us and un are unique with these
properties and both belong to the matrix algebra generated by u. The decomposition
u = us + un is referred to as the Jordan decomposition of u. The matrices us and un
are called the semisimple respectively the nilpotent part of u. In this paper it will
be more convenient to denote us by Js(u) and un by Jn(u). In [1] a method based
on the Newton{Hensel lifting procedure is presented which calculates a polynomial
s(x) 2 K[x] of degree less than n from the square-free part of the minimal polynomial
of u such that s(u)= Js(u). Combining this with Giesbrecht’s Las Vegas methods [13]
for calculating the minimal polynomial and for evaluating s(u) we can compute Js(u)
with O(MM (n)polylog n+ SFK (n)) operations.
6.2. Finding a maximal torus
We show that the semisimple part of a random element generates a maximal torus
with a good chance. The argument used here is a simplied (and improved) version
of a proof given by Eberly and Giesbrecht [10] for a special case.
Lemma 14. Let d stand for the dimension of a maximal torus in A0. There exists a
polynomial function f : A0 ! K 0 of degree d2−d such that for u 2 A0 the subalgebra
T 0 generated by the semisimple part Js(u) of u and the identity matrix is a maximal
torus of A0 if and only if f(u) 6= 0.
Proof. By Wedderburn’s theorem A0=Rad(A) = si=1Mni(K 0). A maximal torus in
Mni(K
0) is conjugated to the set of diagonal matrices. It follows that d =
Ps
i=1 ni.
We assume that si=1Mni(K 0) is embedded into Md(K 0) in the natural way. Let  :
A0 ! Md(K 0) be the composition of the natural projection A0 ! A0=Rad(A0) with this
embedding. Observe that  commutes with taking the semisimple part: (Js(u)) =
Js((u)) for every u 2 A0. We claim that the torus T generated by the identity of A
and semisimple part Js(u) of u has dimension d if and only if (u) has d distinct
eigenvalues. Indeed, since ker = Rad(A0) and T \ Rad(A0) = (0), T and (T ) are
isomorphic. On the other hand, (T ) is generated by (Js(u)) = Js((u)) and the
identity, hence the dimension of (T ) is the degree of the minimal polynomial of
Js((u)) which equals the number of distinct eigenvalues of (u).
Let u(x) denote the characteristic polynomial of the adjoint action ad(u) : w 7!
(u)w−w(u) of (u) on Md(K 0). We claim that the nullity of ad(u) is at least d and
equality holds if and only if (u) has d distinct eigenvalues. Indeed, we may assume
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that (u) is of Jordan normal form. One easily veries that ad(u) acts nilpotently
on the block diagonal matrices whose blocks correspond to the Jordan blocks of (u).
This implies the inequality and the \only if" part of the claim concerning the equality.
The \if" part is even easier.
It follows that (u) has d eigenvalues if and only if the coecient cu of the term
xd in u(x) is zero. Let f(u) stand for this coecient. It is known that the coecient
of xl in the characteristic polynomial of a linear transformation on a vector space
W is a homogeneous polynomial function on End(W ) of degree dimW − l. In our
case dimW = d2 and l= d. Our function f being the composition of a homogeneous
polynomial function of degree d2 − d and the linear maps ad and  is either zero or
homogeneous of degree d2−d. An element u 2 A0 such that (u) is a diagonal matrix
with distinct eigenvalues witnesses that this polynomial is not identically zero.
Thus a semisimple matrix u 2 A such that the torus T generated by u is probably
maximal (with error probability ) can be found with O(MM (n)polylog n+ SFK (n) +
R(A)) operations. The error probability can be pushed under a prescribed bound  by
repeating this procedure O(log 1 ) times independently, and taking the element which
has minimal polynomial of maximal degree, see Lemma 1.
In the steps described in the rest of the section we assume that we are provided with
an element u which generates a maximal torus T . We keep the notation introduced in
Section 3 (C; S; H; N ). We denote dimK T by d.
6.3. Calculating C
We follow the method suggested by Theorem 11. First we calculate the subspace
L = [A; A] \ T . The next two lemmas provide us with a tool for generating random
elements of L.
Lemma 15. The map a 7! Js(Ta) is a linear map of A onto T and the map a 7!
Jn(Ta) is a linear map from A onto Rad(H). Furthermore; Jn(Ta) = a; for every
a 2 Rad(H); and Js(Ta) = a; for every a 2 T .
Proof. We know that T is a linear projection of A onto H . Also, TRad(A)=Rad(A)
and Js is zero on Rad(H). By Wedderburn{Malcev, H =T +N , a direct sum of vector
spaces. Let  : H ! T and  : H ! Rad(H) stand for projections corresponding to
this decomposition. It remains to show that Js and Jn (restricted to H) coincide with 
and , respectively. For every a 2 H , (a) is semisimple and (a) is nilpotent. Since
H centralizes T , (a) commutes with a and the same holds for (a)= a−(a). From
the uniqueness of the Jordan decomposition we infer that (a)=Js(a) and (a)=Jn(a).
Lemma 16. Js(T [A; A]) = L= [A; A] \ T .
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Proof. Since Js(Ta)= a for every a 2 T it suces to show that Js(Ta) 2 [A; A] for
every a 2 [A; A]. By Corollary 2 A=B+Rad(A) (direct sum as vector spaces) for some
semisimple subalgebra B  A containing T . Since Js(Ta) = 0 for every a 2 Rad(A)
it is sucient to prove the assertion for the semisimple algebra B in place of A. By
Lemma 6 we have T = CB(T ) hence Js(Ta) = Ta for every a 2 B. We know that
Ta− a 2 [T; B] [B; B]. Hence Ta 2 [B; B] if and only if a 2 [B; B].
We calculate a basis L by generating suciently many random elements of the form
Js(T [a; b]).
Lemma 17. Let k  dimK L; 0<; < 1; and let h  kd(log k + log 1 )=log 1e. As-
sume that the elements a11; b11; : : : ; a1;h; b1;h; : : : ad1; bd1; : : : ; ad;hbd;h are chosen indepen-
dently from A according to a probability distribution satisfying condition AlgRand(A;
dimK L; ). Then with probability at least 1−; the setfJs(T [aij; bij0 ]) j i=1; : : : ; k; j;
j0 = 1; : : : ; hg contains at least k linearly independent elements of L.
Proof. Let l = dimK L. By xing a K-basis b1; : : : ; bl of L we identify L with Kl.
For a tuple (y1; z1; : : : ; yk ; zk) 2 A2k let Y stand for the l  k matrix the columns of
which are Js(T [yi;zi ]) (i = 1; : : : ; k). Let   be the family of all k-element subsets of
f1; : : : ; lg. For each  2   let f(y1; z1; : : : ; yk ; zk) be the determinant of the k  k
minor of Y which consists of the rows indexed by the elements of . Obviously f
is a multilinear function. We observe that all the functions f ( 2  ) vanish on
a particular tuple (y1; z1; : : : ; yk ; zk) 2 A2k if and only if the elements Js(T [yi; zi])
(i = 1; : : : ; k) are linearly dependent over K . By Lemma 16 this cannot be the case
for every (y1; z1; : : : ; yk ; zk) 2 A2k and hence there exists at least one  2   such that
f is not identically zero. By Lemma 1 with probability at least 1 −  there exist
indices j1; : : : ; jk ; j01; : : : ; j
0
k such that f(a1j1; b1j01 ; : : : ; akjk ; bkj0k ) 6= 0. Then the elements
Js(T [a1j1 ; b1j01 ]); : : : ; JS(T [akjk ; bkj0k ]) are linearly independent.
Like in Section 5, it will be convenient to perform calculations in T in terms of the
basis 1; u; : : : ; ud−1. If it has not been done before we calculate the Frobenius normal
form Frob(u) of u together with a transition matrix b such that b−1ub=Frob(u) using
Giesbrecht’s method with O(MM (n)polylog n) eld operations. Then we can read the
coordinates of an element z 2 T in terms of the basis 1; u; : : : ; ud−1 from the rst
column of the rst block of b−1ub.
We nd a basis of L with O(log 1 dimK L(MM (n)+R(A)+SFK (n))polylog n) opera-
tions (even if dimK L is not known a priori) as follows. Set h=d(log d+log d )=log 1e.
For k=1; 2; 4; : : : ; 2dlog 2 de select a maximal linearly independent system from fJs(T [aij,
bij0 ]) j i = 1; : : : ; k; j; j0 = 1; : : : ; hg where ai; bi are random elements of A chosen inde-
pendently according to a distribution which satises AlgRand(A; d; ). We stop if we
obtained less than k elements, otherwise we proceed with 2k in place of k. By the
lemma, the probability that we stop with a system which does not generate L is at
most .
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Note that A=Rad(A) is commutative i L=(0). Then C=T . Otherwise assume that we
have a basis b1; : : : ; bl of L. We choose linear function f1; : : : ; fd−l : T ! K such that
L\d−li=1 kerfi. Then C=fz 2 T j zLLg=fz 2 T jfi(zbj)=0 (i=1; : : : ; l; j=1; : : : ; d−l)g
whence we obtain a basis of C by solving a system of l(d− l) linear equations in d
variables. This costs O(MM (d)l(d − l)=d) = O(dMM (d)) operations. Finally we nd
an element u0 2 C which generates C as an algebra with identity by taking a random
linear combination of these basis elements. (By Lemma 14, a random element of C will
generate C. Note that we can verify whether u0 generates C with O(MM (d)polylogd)
operations by testing linear independence of 1; u; : : : ; udim C−1.)
The total cost of the algorithm described in this subsection amounts to O(log 1 d(MM
(n)+R(a)+SFK (n))polylog n) operations in K . If A=Rad(A) happens to be commutative
then O(log 1 (MM (n) + R(a) + SFK (n))polylog n) operations are sucient.
6.4. Generating elements of N
Throughout this subsection we assume that we are provided with element u0 which
generates C as an algebra with identity.
Lemma 18. Assume that a1; : : : ; am generate A as an algebra with identity. Then the
elements f[u0; a1]; : : : ; [u0; am]g generate ANA as an ideal of A.
Proof. Let J be the ideal generated by [u0; a1]; : : : ; [u0; am]. Obviously J A[u0; A]A
A[C; A]A = ANA. Observe that u0 + J centralizes the generators ai + J of the factor
algebra A=J . Hence [u0; A] J and since C is generated by u0 we have [C; A] J . By
denition N = [C; A].
Hence generators of ANA can be calculated with O(mMM (n)) operations by taking
[u0; g1]; : : : ; [u0; gm].
6.5. Generating elements of Rad(H)
We generate elements of Rad(H) as follows. From a random element a 2 A we
rst calculate Ta using the method described in Section 5. Then we compute the
nilpotent part Jn(Ta) of Ta. The cost is O(MM (n)polylog n + SFK (n)) operations.
Note that because of linearity of the map a 7! Jn(Ta) (cf. Lemma 15) the method
can be considered as a way to generate \random" elements of Rad(H). To be more
specic, if we choose a according to a distribution satisfying AlgRand(A;D; ) then
the distribution of Jn(Ta) satises condition AlgRand(Rad(H); D; ).
We are going to give an upper bound for the number of elements from Rad(H)
which { in addition to the generators of ANA { are sucient to generate Rad(A) as
an ideal. The following elementary lemma is well known. A proof can be obtained by
combining [17], Corollary 4:1b and Lemma 4:2.
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Lemma 19. Let B be nite dimensional K-algebra and M Rad(B). Then Rad(B)=
BMB if and only if Rad(B)=BMB+Rad(B)2. In other words; the ideal generated by
M is Rad(B) if and only if the same holds modulo Rad(B)2.
Lemma 20. Assume that A=Rad(A) is a central simple K-algebra of dimension d2.
Then Rad(A) as an ideal of A can be generated by ddimK Rad(A)=d3e elements from
Rad(H). Furthermore; A as an algebra with identity cannot be generated by less than
ddimK Rad(A)=d4e elements.
Proof. Let  stand for the natural projection A ! A=Rad(A)2. Then  (T ) is a maximal
torus in A ! A=Rad(A)2. We have C (A) (T )= (T )( (A))= (TA)= (H). In view
of this together with Lemma 19 it is sucient to prove the assertion for A=(Rad(A))2
in place of A. In other words, we may assume that Rad(A)2 = (0). By Wedderburn{
Malcev there exists a subalgebra D  A such that A=D+Rad(A) (direct sum as vector
spaces). Assume that A is generated by a1; : : : ; am. Let ai=bi+ci where bi 2 D and ci 2
Rad(A). One easily veries that c1; : : : ; cm generate Rad(A) as an ideal. On the other
hand, since Rad(A)2 =0 we have AciA=(D+Rad(A))ci(D+Rad(A))=DciD, whence
dimK AciA  (dimK D)2 = d4. This implies the inequality m  ddimK Rad(A)=d4e.
To prove the rst assertion we use a renement of the argument of the proof of
Theorem 10. We consider Rad(A) as a D ⊗K D-module in the natural way. Then
ideals of A contained in Rad(A) are exactly the D ⊗K D-submodules and elements b
of Rad(H)=Rad(A)\CA(T ) are characterized as (1⊗a)b=(a⊗1)b for every a 2 T .
We know that D ⊗K D = Md2 (K) and Rad(A) as a D ⊗K D-module is isomorphic
to Dh, the direct sum of h copies of the simple D ⊗K D-module D (with the natural
module structure). Here h = dimK Rad(A)=d2. We claim that if a1; : : : ; ar are linearly
independent elements of D then (a1; : : : ; ar) generates the D ⊗K D-module Dr . This
can be veried at once if we identify D ⊗K D with Md2 (K) and D with the standard
Md2 (K)-module Kn
2
. Let r  d and choose r linearly independent elements a1; : : : ; ar
from T . Then by the claim b = (a1; : : : ; ar) generates Dr as a D ⊗K D-module and
(1⊗ a)b=(a1a; : : : ; ara)= (aa1; : : : ; aar)= (a⊗ 1)b. Hence dh=de generators of Rad(A)
with the required property can be constructed by distributing the irreducible summands
of Rad(A) into appropriate blocks and taking a single generator in each block.
Corollary 21. Assume that A as an algebra with identity is generated by m elements.
Suppose that the simple components of A=Rad(A) are eA1; : : : ; eAr with dimK eAi=dimK
Z(eAi) = d2i Then there exists a subset M Rad(H) of size at most




4 e  dn 12m 34 e
such that A(M + N )A= Rad(A).
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 20 we can assume that Rad(A)2=(0). Then N 2=(0)
as well and by Proposition 7, N is an ideal of A. Hence S = A=N and S is also generated
by m elements. This means that for the rest of the proof we may further assume that
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N = (0), or, equivalently, A = S. By Proposition 9, A is a direct sum of subalgebras
A1; : : : ; Ar , where Ai=Rad(Ai) = eAi. Assume that MiRad(Hi) = Rad(H) \ Hi such
that AiMiAi = Rad(Ai) (i = 1; : : : ; r). It is easy to construct a set M Rad(H) of
cardinality max jMi j such that for every i 2 f1; : : : ; rg i(M) = Mi where 1; : : : ; r
are the projections corresponding to the direct decomposition of A. It is immediate that
such an M generates Rad(A) as an ideal. Hence it is sucient to prove the assertion
in the special case where eA = A=Rad(A) is a simple K-algebra. Then C is a eld in
Z(A) and we can consider A as a C-algebra. The statement now follows from Lemma
20, applied to A as a C-algebra. (The bound independent of the dis is obtained by
taking an appropriate weighted geometric mean of mdi and dimK A=d3i .)
The next lemma gives a bound on the random elements of Rad(H) which probably
generate Rad(A) modulo the ideal AMA. We omit the proof which is rather technical
and can be carried out in a fashion similar to the proof of Lemma 17.
Lemma 22. Assume that there exists a subset M Rad(H) of size k such that A(M+
N )A = Rad(A). Let 0<; < 1 and h  kd(log k + log 1 )=log 1e. Assume that the
elements a1; : : : ; ah 2 A are chosen independently according to a probability distribu-
tion satisfying AlgRand(A; dimK Rad(A); ). Then with probability at least 1 −  the
subspace N [ fJn(Tai) j i = 1; : : : ; hg generate Rad(A) as an ideal of A.
6.6. Computing Rad(A)
Here we summarize the algorithm for computing Rad(A). The input consists of ma-
trices g1; : : : ; gm such that A is the matrix algebra generated by the identity matrix and
g1; : : : ; gm. We assume that random elements of a are generated independently accord-
ing to a probability distribution satisfying condition AlgRand(A; n2; ) for a constant
0<< 1, say 1=2. An error probability bound 0<< 1 is also given as a part of the
input. We require that each of the three big steps which make use of randomization
of the algorithm works correctly with probability at least 1− 3 .
First we nd a semisimple matrix u which generates a maximal torus T by the
method of Section 6.2. Then we calculate the subalgebra C  T (and a generator
u0 of C) using the method described in Section 6.3. If C = T then we set k = m
otherwise k = dn 12m 34 e. Then we calculate the commutators [u0; gi] (i = 1; : : : ; m) as
well as Jn(Ta) for O(log 13 k log k) random elements a 2 A. (The exact constant is
given in Lemma 22.) These elements generate Rad(A) with probability at least 1− .
We obtained the following.
Theorem 23. Let A  Mn(K) be given by m generators and 0<< 1. Then a sys-
tem of matrices which generate Rad(A) with probability at least 1− as an ideal of
A can be computed by a probabilistic algorithm which performs O((n+n
1
2m)(MM (n)+
SFK (n)+R(A))polylog n log 1 ) operations in K. If A=Rad(A) is commutative then the
algorithm performs O(m(MM (n) + SFK (n) + R(A))polylog n log 1 ) operations.
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We conclude with some remarks. We assume that charK =0,  is a constant and m
is small, say m = O(log n). Then the cost of the algorithm is O(nMM (n)polylog n) =
O(n4) operations provided that we can eciently select random elements (i.e., R(A)=
O(MM (n)polylog n). This is denitely better than the cost of the so far only known
method by Friedl and Ronyai [12] which appears to be around O(n6) or even more.
Note that for applications it seems to be important to exhibit a single nonzero element
of Rad(A) (provided that Rad(A) 6= (0)). For this task an algorithm of complexity
around O(MM (n)) could be considered optimal. By a version of the algorithm presented
here we can almost achieve this bound in the special cases where Rad(H) 6= (0) or
A=Rad(A) is (nearly) commutative. In the general case computation of the subalgebra
C with its complexity roughly O(nMM (n)) appears to be the weakest point of the
present algorithm. It would be desirable to have a more ecient method for computing
C or for treating algebras with Rad(H) = (0) in another way.
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